An infinite family of vertex critical 4-dichromatic circulant tournaments is presented, answering a problem posed by Neumann-Lara and Urrutia (1984) . 
Let D be a digraph; V(D) and A(D)
will denote the sets of vertices and arcs of D, respectively. The digraph D is acyclic if it contains no directed cycle. A subset of V(D) which induces an acyclic subdigraph of D will be called acyelic; D is said to be an oriented 9raph provided it contains no directed cycle of length two.
The dichromatic number de(D) of a digraph D was defined in [3] (and independently in [2] ) as the least number of colours needed to colour the vertices of D in such a way
There is only one v.c. 2-dichromatic tournament: the cyclic triangle, C3. In [5] an infinite family of v.c. r-dichromatic regular tournaments was constructed for each r ~> 3, r ~ 4 but only one example of a v.c. 4-dichromatic regular toumament was presented. Given three digraphs D1, D2, D3, a new digraph t(Dl, D2, D3) was defined there, up to isomorphism, as follows: Let D~l, D~, D~ be three pairwise vertex-disjoint digraphs such that D~ ~= Dj for j = 1, 2, 3.
Then t(D1,D2,D3) is the digraph whose vertex set is U~=0 V(D~) and with arc set
}, where the indices are taken mod 3.
The existence of an infinite family of (nonregular) v.c. 4-dichromatic tournaments is an immediate consequence of the fact that t(C3, C3, T) is a (nonregular) v.c. 4-dichromatic tournament provided T is a v.c. 3-dichromatic tournament [5, Theorem 3] .
In this paper an infinite family of v.c. 4-dichromatic circulant tournaments is presented, solving a problem of [5] .
Let Z2,+l be the set of integers mod2n + 1 and J a subset of Z2,+l -{0} such that for every w E Z2n+l, w E J if and only if -w ~ J. We define the circulant tournament C2n+l(J) by V(C2n+l(J)) = Z2n+l, A(C2n+1(J)) ---{(i,j): i, j E Z2n+~ and j -i E J}.
We recall that the automorphism group of any circulant digraph is vertex transitive. In [4] it was proved that Cll (1, 3, 4, 5, 9 ) is the only 4-dichromatic tournament of minimum order. So it is v. critical. From the fact that {{0, 1,4,5}, {2,3,6,7}, {8,9, 10}} is a partition of Zll into acyclic subsets of C11(1,3,4,5,9) --arc 89 and since C1t(1,3,4,5,9) is arc-transitive (proof of Theorem 2.1 in [4] ), it follows that C11(1,3,4,5,9) is also arc critical 4-dichromatic. It follows that Cu (1, 3, 4, 5, 9 ) is the only 4-dichromatic oriented graph of order at most 11.
In [6] , Parker and Reid proved that C13(1,2, 3, 5, 6, 9) which is denoted by ST13, is the only tournament of order 13 (up to isomorphism) which does not contain a transitive tournament on 5 vertices. Therefore, dc(ST13)~>4, and since {{0,1,2,3}, {4,5,6,7}, {8,9, 10, 11}, {12}} is a partition of the set of vertices into 4 acyclic subsets, it follows that dc(STl3) = 4 and dc(STl3-{ 12}) = 3. Then ST13 is a v.c. 4-dichromatic circulant tournament. Let Dm be the circulant tournament defined by Dm= C6m+l (1, 2 ..... 2m -1, -2m, 2m+ 1, 2m+2 .... ,3m) .
Clearly, {{0, 1, ..., 2m-l}, {2m, 2m+l, ..., 4m-l}, {4m, 4m+l ..... 6m-l}, {6m}} is a partition of V(D,,) into 4 acyclic subsets. Therefore, dc(Dm)~<4 and dc(Dm -{6m})~<3. In order to prove that D,n is v.c. 4-dichromatic for m>~2 it is sufficient to prove that dc(Dm)/>4 for m t>2. Notice that D2 = ST13. Notice also that D1 =C7(1,-2,3) ~ C7(1,2,3) is 2-dichromatic. Let r and s be two integers such that 1 ~<s < r. The tournament Hr.~ is defined by V(Hr, s) = {1, 2, ..., r + s}; A(Hr, s) = {(i,j): l~<i<j<<.r+s andj-iCr}U {(i + r, i):i <~s}.
We need the following lemma.
Lemma. The maximum number of vertices in a transitive subtournament of Hr, s is r.
Proof. Let S be an acyclic set of vertices of Hr,~. If for every 1 <~i<~s, S does not contain {i, i+ r}, then ISI ~<r. If for some i, {i,i + r} C S, then k ~ S for every k such that i < k < i + r, since {i,k,i + r} induces a cyclic triangle in Hr, s. We recall that the v.c. r-dichromatic tournaments given in [5] are circulants only for r = 3, 5 and 8, so it is natural to propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture. There is an infinite family of v.c. r-dichromatic circulant tournaments for each r >/3 (only the values r >/6, r :fi 8 have to be considered).
